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ACBL UNIT 499 NEWSLETTER February 2021 

Greetings Unit 499! 
 
Ah, a new experience of leadership—a breath toward a rejuvenated pick-up 
of life!! 
 
Recently I had a query from a partner that gave me a lot of pause.  The question was: “Do 
you think I should be more aggressive?”  I knew he meant bridge, and I delighted in my 
thoughts and exchange.  What an opportunity!   A shared journey, lots of growth.  As I 
thought to personify my take of the world, and share a lifelong philosophy, I realized that 
there was a whole treasure trove of experiences to be shared. 
 
I replied back to my partner that anytime you have thoughts directing you in a certain man-
ner, you have to pay attention to them.  I think exploration is a good thing.  What better to ex-
plore than the game of bridge. 
 

The subtlety and nuances of a long time player/teacher.  You don’t take the class, or you 
take the class for the exposure to a different way of thinking and a learned familiarity of how 
to recognize and handle different events presented by the cards.  It is as if they aren’t aware 
of how they present, but the thoughtful intensity and knowledge sharing is as welcome as 
daylight on the horizon. 
 
Lyn Sacco 

President’s Message 
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Published monthly 

Editor: Judy Keilin 

Publisher: Mary Krouse 

Submit articles to jkeilin@gmail.com 

Volume 114 

February 2021 

Deadline for March is Febrary 19 

 

Mary Krouse, Publisher 

Be sure to visit the unit website for more information on our clubs and 

events, as well as archives of our newsletters.     

diablovalleybridge.com/ccbc  

To submit a letter to the editor, 
send it to Judy Keilin at 

jkeilin@gmail.com  

...from the Editor 

Kathrine has written about the importance of the partnership 

agreement this month. Your partner is the key to success. 

Make sure you understand one another, and honor your 

agreements. 

Be sure to get your vaccine! It’s the first step to getting back 

to face-to-face bridge. 

 

Judy Keilin, Editor  

http://diablovalleybridge.com/cbc
mailto:jkeilin@gmail.com
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MILESTONES  

 

 

NEW JUNIOR MASTERS  

Ethan Bortman  

Cecilia Muaddi 

 

NEW CLUB MASTERS  

Margaret Halliday 

Song-Song Liao  

 

NEW SECTIONAL MASTER 

Richard Tullis  

 

NEW NABC MASTERS  

Irving Googins  

Susannah Walker  

 

NEW BRONZE LIFE MASTER 

Joel White 

 

NEW SILVER LIFE MASTER 

Wayne Rechnitz  

 

NEW RUBY LIFE MASTER 

Lee Medeiros  

 

 

 

Milestones and New Members 

 

NEW MEMBERS  

 

 

Jim Bennie  

Leslie Finertie 

John Moxon 

Mary Pat Moxon 

Betsy Pottruck 

Jennifer Sabroe  

Ruth Sangren 

Carol Tessler 

Sherry Wilcoxon 

 

Be sure to welcome these folks when you meet them at 
the tables. 
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The New Year is already in its second month.  If you’ve made a resolution, most folks have abandoned it by early February. 
So, don’t be a quitter, especially in Bridge.  

 

A New Year, and New Beginnings for all. However, time passes quickly, or for others, very slowly. Though February is the 
shortest month of the year, it often feels like the longest, especially in cold, dizzily climates. So, make the most of this mini-
month, beginning at the bridge table. When the weather outside is frightful, skedaddle to your computer. Make your space 
cozy and warm, and get ready to turn up the heat at the bridge table.   

 

Unit 499’s website, diablovalleybridge.com has helpful information about playing bridge. Many questions are answered on 
this site. You’ll find some interesting topics and feel more connected to others. We so need to reach out a have a camarade-
rie with our bridge friends.   

 

Reading about the in-and-outs of bridge, it’s widely considered being one of the most difficult games to play. Bridge, as you 
all know, is a four-player trick-taking game where you'll be divided into two partnerships and work with a deck of cards. 
The goal? To win the most points after taking the most tricks and rounds. It takes only rudimentary knowledge to begin 
playing and enjoying bridge, but be forewarned: Expects say this is not an easy game to play, and it's even more difficult to 
master. But that's precisely why bridge is so popular, and why it's called "the game for a lifetime". And, that’s what I love 
about it. Some folks are still competing well into their 90’s. It darn near takes a lifetime to learn. There’s always room for 
learning.  

 

Trying to entice younger people to play has been a challenge. First came the television--color, I might add. Then the Inter-
net, and some just find it just too difficult to learn and would rather play other card games. With thousands of options, it’s a 
hard catch to make. The average age of a bridge player is NOT YOUNG.  

 

We, as avid Bridger’s, have moved up a notch and are playing online. It’s such a different game now, especially without the 
socialization. I know all of us miss playing live, in-person, talking, laughing, and calling the Director. So, we must make each 
game count, and enjoy the outcome. Yes, I know, I hate losing too, but there’s always another day. 

 

 Well wishes to all, 

The ShortCut Cook  

Lisa Assoni  

 

LEARN NEW TRICKS 

http://diablovalleybridge.com/
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Play A Hand With Me                                                              February, 2021 

                                                        North 

                                                    S AJ8 

                                                    H AK 

                                                    D A107 

                                                    C J9642 

    West                                                                                  East 

S 10643                                                                                S KQ752 

H J10953                                                                              H 764 

D 653                                                                                    D KQJ42 

C K                                                                                         C ____ 

 

                                                        South 

                                                    S 9 

                                                    H Q82 

                                                    D 98 

                                                    C AQ108753 

3C P 4C P 

4H P 6C 

This deal came up in a club game in August. Partners 4C was Preemptive Key Card Gerber. For those of you not familiar with that, 

Mike Bandler wrote an article in the eDeclarer a while back. 

In any case this hand has a few interesting facets to it. At my table, when Mike bid 4C east huddled for a long time before passing 

which may not mean anything but it was noticeable. The opening lead was the J of hearts and I quickly saw that I shouldn’t lose 

any club tricks!!! However, it was reported to me that at another club the declarer actually finessed? Losing to the K. 

After winning the heart I led a club to my A and cashed the other high heart and ran off 5 more clubs and the Q of hearts and as I 

was doing this east was having a very hard time discarding which essentially alerted me that she held all the remaining high spades 

and diamonds. My dummy came down to AJ8 of spades and the singleton A of diamonds. My hand was the singleton 9 of spades, 

the 98 of diamonds and the 3 of clubs. East had to keep 4 cards so she came down to the KQ7 of spades and the K of diamonds 

whereupon I led a diamond to the A dropping that K and played the A of spades then ruffing a spade to my hand to cash the good 

9 of diamonds, making 7. Note here, had she discarded a spade I would play the A and ruff a spade and the J would be good. Also 

note that if west had the 9 of diamonds and saved it this wouldn’t work. Making 6 would have been a good result but making 7 

was a top. 

It is not easy to visualize this end position without east having so much trouble discarding. Criss-cross squeezes do not come up 

very often but when they do, they are so much fun. 

Jerry Weitzner 

jweitzner@sbcglobal.net 

Play a Hand with Me 
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Duplicate Bridge is all about analysis and communication with your partner.  If you think all of this sounds like the require-

ments of a good relationship, you are correct.  One of the big learning secrets at bridge is learning to cherish your partner.  

Your partner is a gift who is always there to guide you.  The key is that both of you are on the same page and follow the same 

rules. 

Ideally when you start with a new partner you have three important points to think about besides discussing your conven-

tions. 

1.  Bidding style 

2.  Be consistent with your partner from hand to hand and session to session 

3.  Consistency of style in the areas of opening bids, pre-empts, competitive bidding, etc. I am not saying that an 

agressive style or a sound style is better.  I am merely suggesting  consistency within your own bidding and un-

derstanding of your partner’s tendencies. 

 

There are multiple ways of playing a convention, no style is best, they are all good as long 

as you both agree.  There have been times at the table where my partner and I would be 

bidding a convention and one of us will get it wrong because we did not fully understand 

our partner’s understanding of the convention even though we discussed it.  With my es-

tablished partners I have like a twenty-page document of our agreements.  You may think 

that I can use the same agreements with all my partners. I wish I could, but every partner-

ship has different agreements and somehow everyone wants to play it a little differently 

which makes it difficult.  I understand that the top pros like Meckstroth and Rodwell have 

hundreds of pages of agreements.  Then there is the memory issue, how good is your 

memory or your partner’s memory.  It is better to have solid agreements that you can re-

member rather than have a disaster at the table.  To avoid serious errors do not have a 

special treatment that comes up very infrequently, just because it happened at the table.  

It is better to use a simpler system well then to play a more sophisticated system badly.  

Try to use the KISS principle (Keep it Simple Stupid). 

I really have more fun when my partner and I are clicking at the table.  That’s the ultimate in satisfaction for me, even if we 

don’t score well.  It is like dancing and being totally in sync.  As you can see then that the key to bridge success is partnership.  

It takes time to develop a good partnership.  Disagreements are normal as is how you deal with them.  At the table we should 

always be nice to our partner, no angry tone or body language. All of these will cause your partner to play badly.  We often 

forget that our partner is the only person at the table who is on our side.  I remember quite a few years ago I started playing 

with a very seasoned player.   One day he got angry at me at the table.  Needless to say our game went downhill that day.  I 

decided to send him a short and “sweet” email.  “If you expect me to play every hand perfectly, I would not be playing with 

you”.  Fortunately, I have since advanced and stopped playing with him, that’s not to say that I am playing every hand perfect-

ly now.  On the contrary in the scheme of things in bridge I still have a lot to learn.  Bridge is a lifetime of learning and making 

mistakes and as we advance we make fewer mistakes at each game. 

HAPPY ANALYZING 

Kathrine Loh 

 

Kathrine Loh can be emailed at ladyrossmoorbridge@gmail.com 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD DUPLICATE 

BRIDGE PARTNERSHIP? 

mailto:ladyrossmoorbridge@gmail.com
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RESPONDING TO TAKE-OUT DOUBLE 

By Mel Chaplin 

melchaplin@comcast.net 

Last month we discussed the two main hand types suitable for Take-

Out Doubles. The first hand type is the “classic” Take-Out Double 

which should have (a) approximately opening hand values in the 

DIRECT seat, (b) 3+ cards in the un-bid suits & (c) shortness in 

the opponents’ suit. The second hand type, referred to as the “Big 

Double,” is used when Intervener’s hand is too strong to make a 

simple overcall in a suit or 1NT. Intervener should have 18+ HCP 

to call the “Big Double”. After first calling a Take-Out Double, In-

tervener bids her strong 5+ card suit OR bids 1NT. 

OK, so partner has called a Take-Out Double. How do I, as Advancer, respond? 

There are three types of responses: 

Negative (0-7 HCP). 

Constructive (8-11 HCP). 

Game-Forcing (12+ HCP). 

It’s important to let partner know whether I’m responding because I HAD TO (a minimum response show-

ing 0-7 HCP) or because I was HAPPY TO (8+ HCP). When I respond to partner’s Take-Out Double I’m 

actually “raising” one of partner’s suits. Knowing that partner has 3+ card support for my 4- or 5-card 

suit is crucial in determining how to respond to partner’s Take-Out Double.  

 

EXAMPLES 

NEGATIVE RESPONSE (0-7 HCP). 

WHEN RESPONDER PASSES: 

Advancer’s Hand: ♠Jxx  ♥J10xxx  ♦Jxx  ♣xx  (3 HCP).  

Opener  Intervener Responder Advancer 
   1H         Dbl               P      ??? 

 

???One way Advancer can approach this problem is to first decide what he CAN NOT bid: 

Advancer CAN NOT pass. Advancer’s hand is not strong enough to convert Intervener’s Take-Out Double to 

a Penalty Double. I use Mel Colchamiro’s’ “Rule of 9” in bidding situations like this. Originally designed 

as a guideline for helping Advancer decide whether to convert Intervener’s Take-Out Double of Opener’s 

weak 2-bid to a Penalty Double, or to bid a suit, the “Rule 9” is also useful in situations like this. Col-

chamiro’s “Rule of 9” calculation: number of trumps Advancer holds + number of honor trumps Advanc-

er holds + level of the bid. If the total reaches 9 or more, Advancer should consider converting Interven-

er’s Take-Out Double to a Penalty Double. In this Example the numbers are 5 + 2 + 1 = 8, not quite 

enough to convert Intervener’s Take-Out Double to a Penalty Double. 

 

Advancer CAN NOT bid 1NT. She needs 6-10 HCP to bid 1NT. 

Having eliminated pass & 1NT as potential responses, Advancer is left with a choice of 1S or 2C. Intervener like-

ly has four Spades so Advancer may elect to bid 1S, recognizing she will be playing in a 4-3 Spade fit. If Advanc-

er elects to bid 2C, Intervener may have 4 Clubs & Intervener/Advancer might have an 8-card Club fit. 

 

BRIDGE CONVENTIONS & GADGETS 

mailto:melchaplin@comcast.net
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WHEN RESPONDER RAISES OPENER’S SUIT: 

Advancer’s Hand: ♠Qxxx  ♥xxx  ♦Kx  ♣J10xx  (6 HCP). 

Opener  Intervener Responder Advancer 
  1H       Dbl              2H            2S 

 

Try not to let the opponents play in 2H. Intervener is expected to hold 4 Spades. Consider this: If Intervener 

had opened the bidding 1S Advancer would certainly raise to 2S. So, Advancer should consider his hand to be 

“raising” Intervener’s Spade suit rather than “bidding” her own Spade suit. 

 

WHEN RESPONDER BIDS A NEW SUIT: 

Advancer’s Hand: ♠AJxx  ♥xxx  ♦x  ♣10xxxx  (5 HCP). 

Opener  Intervener Responder Advancer 
   1D       Dbl              1H             1S 

    

Bidding a suit at the 1-level is usually safe. Holding a 4-card major & a 5-card minor Advancer should bid the 

major. An exception would be his minor consisting of something like AKJ10x. 

 

WHEN RESPONDER RE-DOUBLES: 

 Advancer’s Hand: ♠Jxxx  ♥Jxxx  ♦xx  ♣xxx  (2 HCP). 

Opener  Intervener Responder Advancer 
   1H      Dbl     Re-Dbl      1S 

    

Advancer can’t possibly have many HCP (give Opener 12 HCP, Intervener 12 HCP, Responder 10 HCP; that 

leaves Advancer with 6 HCP & it could easily be much less). Intervener is expected to hold four Spades. If Ad-

vancer doesn’t bid 1S here Intervener may have to bid 2D which would not be a good contract for Intervener/

Advancer. 

    

CONSTRUCTIVE RESPONSE (8-11 HCP). 

 

Advancer’s Hand: ♠KQxx  ♥xx  ♦Qxxx ♣ Qxx  (9 HCP). 

Opener  Intervener Responder Advancer 
   1D           Dbl      1NT           2S 

 

Advancer should remember that she is “raising” a suit Intervener has already shown.  

 

 

GAME-FORCING BIDS (12+ HCP). 

 

#1) Advancer’s Hand:    ♠KJxx  ♥Kxxx  ♦Qxx ♣ Ax  (13 HCP). 
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Opener     Intervener     Responder     Advancer 
   3C              Dbl                  P                 ??? 

 

???Advancer should bid 4C, a cue bid asking partner to pick the trump suit. Advancer’s 4C bid strongly im-

plies four cards in both major suits & good playing values. 

 

#2) Advancer’s Hand:     ♠KQxx  ♥Kx  ♦x  ♣KJ10xxx  (12 HCP). 

Opener      Intervener      Responder Advancer 
   1H               Dbl                   P                  ??? 

 

???Advancer should bid 3S. It’s usually correct to show a 4-card major suit even when Advancer has a 6-

card minor. Intervener is expected to hold four Spades. 

 

INTERVENER’S RE-BIDS 

IF INTERVENER HAS A MINIMUM TAKE-OUT DOUBLE (12-14 HCP) AND: 

 

Advancer gives a minimum response (0-7 HCP), Intervener is obliged to pass. 

Advancer gives a positive response, Intervener should raise Advancers’ suit if he has 3+ card sup-

port. 

 

IF INTERVENER HAS THE “BIG DOUBLE” (18+ HCP) AND:  

 

Advancer gives a positive response Intervener should call a jump raise of Advancer’s suit if she 

has 3+ card support. 

Intervener’s Hand:     ♠A10xx  ♥AQx  ♦Ax  ♣KQxx  (19 HCP). 
 

Opener      Intervener      Responder       Advancer 
   1D               Dbl                  P                     1S 
    P                 3S     
 

 
Advancer gives a minimum response (0-7 HP), Intervener should call 1NT holding 19-21 HCP & a 

balanced/semi-balanced hand. 
  
Intervener’s Hand: ♠KQxx  ♥KJx  ♦Axx  ♣AQx  (19 HCP). 
 
Opener     Intervener      Responder    Advancer 
    1D             Dbl                   P                      1S 
     P             1NT 

 

When  Intervener first calls a Take-Out Double then bids 1NT she is showing a hand too good to simply 

overcall 1NT. Advancer has to bid after Intervener’s Take-Out Double so holding 0-7 HCP Advancer should 

bid her “cheapest” bid available to her,1S. Intervener should now bid only 1NT because Advancer may have 

ZERO HCP. 

 

 

PAGE 2●●●●●COMMON MISTAKES●●●●● 
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#1) One of the most common errors in bidding occurs when Intervener calls a Take-Out Double & then 

simply restates her same hand values by raising Advancer’s minimum bid. 

 

 Intervener’s Hand:    ♠ KJxx  ♥AJxx  ♦10x  ♣KJx  (13 HCP). 

 

Opener     Intervener     Responder     Advancer 

  1D               Dbl                 P                   1S 

 

Intervener has no further bid after Advancer bids 1S. First of all, Advancer may have had to bid 1S 

holding ZERO HCP. Secondly, a bid of 2S would significantly overstate Intervener’s hand. 

 

 

#2) Intervener may hold a big hand but she has to remember that Advancer might have had to respond 

with ZERO HCP. 

            Intervener’s Hand:    ♠KQxx  ♥AKx  ♦x  ♣AKxxx  (19 HCP). 

  Opener      Intervener     Responder       Advancer 
     1D                Dbl                 P                    1S 
      P                 3S 

 

          Intervener should bid no more than 3S because Advancer may have a very weak hand. 

 

#3) Advancer DOES NOT bid “up-the-line” when responding to Intervener’s Take-Out Double. Intervener 

is not obligated to bid again after calling a Take-Out Double so holding two 4-card majors Advancer 

should first bid 1S. 

            Advancer’s Hand:     ♠Qxxx  ♥Qxxx  ♦xxx  ♣Qx  (6 HCP). 

    Opener     Intervener       Responder      Advancer 
       1D             Dbl                     P                    1S 

 

The concept of “bidding-up-the line” applies when partner opens the bidding 1C/1D & I’m responding holding 

two 4-card majors. In this situation I should bid my 4-card Heart suit first. Partner can now bid 1S if he has 4 

Spades. 

Hopefully, these two reviews of the Take-Out Double & responding to a Take-Out Double will enable a better 

understanding of the value of this important bid. It’s a great mechanism to find hand fits or to show a powerful 

hand. 

 

 

Quote of the day: 

“ALWAYS BE OPTIMISTIC. LOOK FOR SOMETHING GOOD. LOOK FOR A REASON TO BID”. Mike Lawrence, 

“Judgment in Bridge 2.” 

Further Reading: 

Mel Colchamiros “Rule of 9.” www.acbld20.org.  
Max Hardy, pp 207-212. “Standard Bidding for the 21

st
 Century.” 

Mike Lawrence. “Judgment in Bridge 2.” 
 

Next Month: Negative Double. 
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This section is for club owners and managers who wish to submit news about their games.  Please go to our website for infor-

mation about all our clubs, game times, and to check on the latest results.  Diablovalleybridge.com 

 

Until further notice all bridge clubs in Unit 499 are closed due to the coronavirus.  Stay 
home, stay safe!  Visit our website for information.  

Also visit ACBL.org to find information about on line classes and places to play. 

 

Club News 

http://diablovalleybridge.com
http://www.acbl.org
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Contra Costa Bridge Center 

 

ccbridgecenter@gmail.com • diablovalleybridge.com/ccbc 

News 

Virtual Pro / Am, Sunday afternoon, January 31, 1:30. Register with Mark Humphrey, markhumphrey@comcast.net. 

There is no NFL football that day. 

Valentine’s Weekend 199er Game, Saturday, 10:00, $5. Double regular (⅓ more than usual) masterpoints, half Red 

and half Black. No extra charge. 

Valentine’s Weekend Open Game, Sunday afternoon, February 14, 1:00, $5. Double regular (⅓ more 

than usual) masterpoints, half Red and half Black. 

Regular schedule during ACBL Hollywood Magic tournament with regionally-rated events, February 18–

21. This is not a club event. 

Educational Foundation Week, Monday through Sunday, February 22–28, all games extra $1. Double 

regular (⅓ more than usual) masterpoints. Extra $1 goes to ACBL Educational Foundation to pro-

mote bridge education. 

Sundays are Special Open Game, Sunday, February 28, 1:00, $6. Part of Educational Foundation Week.  

0–20 Newcomer Game, Wednesday afternoons, 2:00, $4, 12 boards, gentle pace, lifelines. 

Wednesday Evening Mid-Flight Pairs canceled due to insufficient interest. 

 

Thank you for your support of CCBC! 

 

Online Game Schedule 

 

Grant Robinson 

Monday 9:50 99er $5 

Monday 10:00 Open $5 

Tuesday 10:00 749er $5 

Wednesday 9:50 299er $5 

Wednesday 10:00 Open $5 

Wednesday 2:00 0–20 $4 

Thursday 10:00 999er $5 

Friday 10:00 Open $5 

Friday 12:30 499er $5 

Saturday 10:00 199er $5 

Sunday (2nd and 4th 1:00 Open $5 

mailto:ccbridgecenter@gmail.com
http://diablovalleybridge.com/ccbc/
mailto:markhumphrey@comcast.net
https://www.acbleducationalfoundation.org/page/bridge-news--blog-5/news/february-22---28-is-acbl-educationational-foundation-week-23.html
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Online Game Schedule: 

Tuesday 7pm Open Game $5 

Wednesday 10am Open Game $5 

Thursday 10am Limited Game (299) $5 

Thursday 10:15am Open Game $5 

Friday 10am Limited Game (499) $5 

Saturday 10am Open Game $5 

Sunday 10am Limited Game (299) $5 

Sunday 10:15am Open Game $5 

Sunday 7pm Open Game $5 
 

Occasionally ACBL/BBO offers special games awarding higher levels and/or different color Master Points. For these games the 
Table Fee may be increased to $6 per person. 
 

When F2F bridge comes back the ACBL online gaming is simply not going to go away.  Expect some hybrid form to emerge.  The 
ease, simplicity, and comfort, and customer demand of playing online will dictate online remain viable. 

 

An important issue for the future of bridge in general is keeping existing players and encouraging new players to start.  The total 
number of tables on a daily basis in the ACBL world is roughly comparable to pre-Covid levels but, the actual number of individu-
als playing is down significantly.  You as individuals are competing more often on a regular basis.   
 

New people are every organizations lifeblood, whether it be Rotary, ACBL, churches and synagogues, etc.  AND RETENTION OF 
EXISTING MEMBERS.  Kudos to the teachers who are actually starting the new player process.  But, what about those players who 
have "dropped out".  And why?  Some are just waiting to be asked to play online.  Others are intimidated by the computer process 
of online bridge.  We as a collective would be well served to reach out to some if only to inquire how they are doing.   

 

If you know someone who would be interested in getting online then let your game director know or even better, call that person 
yourself.   

 

By now many of you have experienced the sales tax charge for your BBO game charges.   In my opinion, BBO accountants realized 
that they had a large potential liability if the individual states/counties/cities went after them for uncollected sales tax on this ser-
vice.  The legality is questionable but does anyone think for a moment that BBO will take the exposure risk for the future. There 
are a number of states that do NOT have any sales tax. 

 

Several years ago a number of individual cities attempted to force sports officials to get a business license in order for officials to 
work games.  License fees apply-  translate to income for cities.  Personally, I probably worked in 12 different cities at least during 
only one season in each sport.  They quickly backed off this approach when it became apparent that Little League, school, or rec-
reation league sports events would not have enough available officials to run their programs.  I can't blame the cities for the 
attempt but it was untenable in its implementation.  Sales tax is different.  When we think about how much government money 
has been spent and how much revenue has been lost with this pandemic it is difficult for me to think this one will go away.   

 

If you have family and/or friends/neighbors who wish to learn our "bridge" game then pass along our contact information. 

 

Jerry Chamberlain & Winnie Jasper 

Jerry@wjasper.com, Winnie@wjasper.com 

925-766-5228 (Jerry Cell), 925-683-1908 (Winnie Cell), 925-376-1125 (Home) 

183 Corliss Drive, Moraga, CA 94556 

Lamorinda Bridge Club 

mailto:Jerry@wjasper.com
mailto:Winnie@wjasper.com

